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Sample Title Page: 

APA 

First Subheading 

 This page is an example of what the first page after your title page should look like. You 

should notice a couple specific items. First, in APA format there is no longer a running head, so 

at the very top of the page should just be a page number with no last name. Second, the repeated 

title, we copy and pasted the title from our title page on to our second page. This is the only page 

that will have the repeated title. Notice that it is still centered and bold. Next, our first 

subheading, most instructors will give you the headings you will be using. They will also be bold 

and centered. Now, you can start writing under your first heading! 

Second Subheading 

 Next, we move on under our second subheading. The second subheading should be bold 

and centered just like the first. Take note that there is not a colon after the subheadings. Also, 

notice that we are still on the second page of our paper. The second subheading is continued right 

after we are done after the first, we did not start a new page. We will do the same format for all 

sections following.  

Third Subheading 

We are continuing into our third subheading. It stays consistent with our format with 

continuing right after the prior subheading section is completed. Keep in mind that the third and 

any other subheading you will be using are centered and bold just like the ones prior. There is 

also no colon after the subheading which will also stay consistent with the format. The format of 

continuing right along after each section will continue throughout the paper.  
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(It is called a reference page in APA not a Works Cited) 

Basic format for a book: Authors last name, Authors first initial. (publication year). Title of the 

book, only capitalizing Proper Nouns and the first word. Publisher's name.  

Single Author: 
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Multiple Authors: 
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Article in a Journal: Last name, First initial. (Year, Month and day, or year alone). Title of the 

article. Title of Periodical, Volume number(issue number), Page number(s).  

Ganegoda, D.B., & Bordia, P. (2019). I can be happy for you, but not all the time: A contingency 

model of envy and positive empathy in the workplace. Journal of Applied Psychology, 

104(6), 776-795.  

Article from a database: Last name, First initial. (for journals only year for magazines or 

newspapers use the year, the month, and day if given). Title of article. Title of Journal, Volume 

number(Issue Number), page numbers(s). doi:number OR retrieved from journal home page URL.  

Hazleden, R. (2003, December). Love yourself: The relationship of the self with itself popular self-

help texts. Journal of Sociology, 39(4), 413-428. https://doi.org/10.1177/0004869003394006. 

Document from website: Last name, first initial. (date or n.d. If not date) Title of the document. 

Title of the document. Title of Site. Retrieved from URL. 

Behnke, P.C. (2006, February 22). The homeless are everyone’s problems. Authors’ Den.  

http://www.thefyi.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/FYI-Bulling-Report.pdf 
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